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a b s t r a c t
Consider a company that manufactures perishable goods. The company relies on a third
party to deliver goods, which picks up delivery products at regular or irregular times. At
each delivery time, there is a timewindow that products can be produced to be delivered at
that delivery time. The time windows are disjoint. Suppose we have a set of jobs with each
job specifying its delivery time, processing time and profit. The company can earn the profit
if the job is produced anddelivered at its specified delivery time. From the companypoint of
view, we are interested in picking a subset of jobs to produce and deliver so as tomaximize
the total profit. The unpicked jobs will be discarded without penalty. We consider both the
single machine case and the parallel and identical machine case.
In this article we consider three kinds of profits: (1) arbitrary profit, (2) equal profit, and
(3) profit proportional to its processing time. In the first case, we give a fully polynomial
time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for a single machine with running time O( n
3

). Using
the bound improvement technique of Kovalyov, the running time can be further reduced
to O( n
2

+ n2 log n). In the second case, we give an O(n log n)-time optimal algorithm for
a single machine. In the third case, we give an FPTAS for a single machine with running
time O( n
2

). All of our algorithms can be extended to parallel and identical machines with
a degradation of performance ratios.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider a company that produces perishable goods. The company relies on a third party to deliver goods, which picks
up delivery products at regular or irregular times. Because the goods are perishable, it is infeasible to produce them far
in advance of the delivery time. Thus, at each delivery time, there is a time window that the goods can be produced on
the machines and then delivered at that delivery time. Consider a planning horizon T . We have a set of jobs with each job
specifying its delivery time, processing time and profit. The company can earn the profit if the job is produced and delivered
at its specified delivery time. Because the number of machines is limited, not all jobs can be scheduled and produced within
their timewindows. From the company point of view, we are interested in picking a subset of jobs to produce and deliver so
as to maximize the total profit. In this paper, we assume the unpicked jobs will be discarded without any penalty and there
is no vehicle limitation at each delivery time.
Formally, we have a planning horizon T = {d1, d2, . . . , dz}, consisting of z delivery times. For each delivery time
dj, there is a time instant wj < dj such that a job must be completed in the time window [wj, dj] if it were to be
delivered at dj. We denote the time window [wj, dj] by Wj. The time windows are assumed to be disjoint. Thus, we have
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the definitions of time window, leading interval, and time frame.
w1 < d1 < w2 < d2 < · · · < wz < dz . Let d0 = 0 be a dummy delivery time. Preceding each time window Wj is the
leading interval Lj = (dj−1, wj). We call a time window together with its leading interval a time frame, and it is denoted by
Fj = Lj ∪Wj. Fig. 1 depicts the definitions of time window, leading interval and time frame. LetW be the length of a time
window and L be the length of a leading interval. We assume that all time windows have the same lengthW , and all leading
intervals have the same length L.
Within the planning horizon, there is a set of jobs J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn}. Associated with each Ji is a processing time pi, a
delivery time d¯i ∈ T , and a profit fi which can be earned if Ji is delivered at d¯i. We assume all jobs are feasible; that is, each
Ji has pi ≤ d¯i, otherwise, Ji cannot be delivered at d¯i anyway and we can discard Ji. There arem ≥ 1 machines. The objective
is to pick a subset of jobs to produce and deliver so as to maximize the total profit. We assume that all job information is
known in advance, and preemption is not allowed.
Let S be any feasible schedule of a subset of jobs picked from J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn}. Tomaximize the total profit, it is sufficient
to assume that S does not contain any job whose completion time is outside any time window. Furthermore, since for any
two delivery times with dx < dy, we have wx < wy, the jobs with smaller delivery time can always be scheduled before
the jobs with larger delivery time, and the jobs with the same delivery time can always be scheduled in decreasing order of
their processing times. Thus, a schedule is uniquely determined by the subset of jobs that are picked and their assignments
to the machines. Therefore, we may assume that the jobs are labelled in increasing order of their delivery times and if they
have the same delivery times, they are labelled in decreasing order of their processing times.
In the past, production scheduling have focused on the issue of how machines are allocated to jobs in the production
process so as to obtain an optimal or near-optimal schedulewith respect to some objective functions. In the last two decades,
integrated production and delivery scheduling problems have received considerable interest. However, most of the research
for this model is done at the strategic and tactical levels (see [3–5,7,11,14,15] for examples), while very little is known at the
operational scheduling level. Chen [5] classified the models at the operational scheduling level into four classes: (1) Models
with individual and immediate delivery; (2)Models with batch delivery to a single customer; (3)Models with batch delivery
to multiple customers; and (4) Models with fixed delivery departure date. In the models with individual and immediate
delivery, Garcia and Lozano [8] is the only paper that studies a model with delivery time windows. They gave a tabu-search
solutionprocedure for the problemand their objective is tomaximize thenumber of jobs that canbeprocessed. In themodels
with individual and immediate delivery, problems with fixed delivery date were also studied in [9,10]. In the models with
fixed delivery departure date, no time window constraint is considered and the focus is on the delivery cost.
Bar-Noy et al. [2] considered a more general version of our scheduling problem. There are n jobs to be scheduled
nonpreemptively onmmachines. Associatedwith each job is a release time, a deadline, a weight (or profit), and a processing
time on each of the machines. The goal is to find a nonpreemptive schedule that maximizes the weight (or profit) of jobs
that meet their respective deadlines. (Note that in the problem studied by Bar-Noy et al. [2], the intervals in which the jobs
can execute can overlap in an arbitrary manner.) This problem is known to be strongly NP-hard, even for a single machine.
They obtained the following results [2]:
• For identical job weights and unrelated machines: a greedy 2-approximation algorithm.
• For identical jobweights andm identicalmachines: the same greedy algorithmachieves a tight (1+1/m)m
(1+1/m)m−1 approximation
factor.
• For arbitrary job weights and a single machine: an LP formulation achieves a 2-approximation for polynomially bounded
integral input and a 3-approximation for arbitrary input. For unrelated machines, the factors are 3 and 4, respectively.
• For arbitrary jobs weights and m identical machines: the LP-based algorithm applied repeatedly achieves a (1+1/m)m
(1+1/m)m−1
approximation factor for polynomially bounded integral input and a (1+1/2m)
m
(1+1/2m)m−1 approximation factor for arbitrary input.
• For arbitrary job weights and unrelated machines: a combinatorial (3+ 2√2)-approximation algorithm.
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In this article we consider three kinds of profits: (1) arbitrary profit, (2) equal profit, and (3) profit proportional to its
processing time. In the first case, we give a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm to find an optimal schedule on a single
machine. Based on the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, we develop a fully polynomial time approximation scheme
(FPTAS)with running timeO( n
3

). Using the bound improvement technique of Kovalyov [12], the running time can be further
reduced to O( n
2

+ n2 log n). In the second case, we give an O(n log n)-time algorithm to find an optimal schedule on a single
machine.We also give an 75 -approximation algorithm for a single time frame on parallel and identical machines. In the third
case, we give an FPTAS with an improved running time, O( n
2

) versus O( n
2

+n2 log n). All of our algorithms can be extended
to parallel and identical machines with a degradation of performance ratios.
From the complexity point of view, it is tempting to ask howmuch easier our problem could be, comparedwith themore
general problem studied by Bar-Noy at al. [2]? For a single machine, the problem studied by Bar-Noy et al. [2] is strongly
NP-hard (by a reduction from 3-Partition) while our problem is only ordinary NP-hard (by a reduction from Knapsack and
the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm given in Section 2). For parallel and identical machines, both problems are strongly
NP-hard (by a reduction from 3-Partition). Thus, our problem is easier than the general problem only for a single machine.
The article is organized as follows. In the next section we consider the arbitrary profit case. In Section 3, we present
results for the equal profit case. In Section 4 we consider the case of profit proportional to its processing time. Finally, we
draw some conclusions in Section 5.
2. Arbitrary profit
In this section we consider the arbitrary profit case. In Section 2.1, we give a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for a
single machine; the algorithm has a running time O(nV ), where V = ∑ni=1 fi. In Section 2.2, we give an FPTAS for a single
machine; the FPTAS has running timeO( n
3

). We then show how the running time can be reduced toO( n
2

+n2 log n). Finally,
in Section 2.3, we extend the algorithm to parallel and identical machines.
2.1. Pseudo-polynomial time algorithm
Let us define a table T (i, l), where 0 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ l ≤ V . T (i, l) contains the minimum finishing time for scheduling
the first i jobs such that a total profit of exactly l can be obtained. If there is no feasible schedule, we let T (i, l) contain∞.
Here is the rule to compute T (i, l).
(1) For i = 0, T (0, 0) := 0 and T (0, l) := ∞ for l > 0.
(2) For i ≥ 1, let d¯i = dt . Then,
T (i, l) := min

T (i− 1, l)
T (i− 1, l− fi)+ pi if l ≥ fi andwt ≤ T (i− 1, l− fi)+ pi ≤ dt
wt if l ≥ fi and T (i− 1, l− fi)+ pi < wt
∞ if l ≥ fi and T (i− 1, l− fi)+ pi > dt .
After filling in thewhole table, we check the last row (i = n) from right to left until we find the first entry T (n, l) such that
T (n, l) <∞; l is the total profit of the optimal schedule. The running time of the algorithm is O(nV ). We have the following
theorem whose proof will be omitted.
Theorem 1. The above algorithm correctly computes the optimal schedule.
2.2. Fully polynomial time approximation scheme
The above algorithm is a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm. It is efficient onlywhen the total profit is not too large. Using
standard scaling arguments, we obtain an FPTAS for the problem on one machine, that is, for any error bound 0 <  < 1,
the optimal algorithm finds a schedule with total profit not greater than (1+) times our algorithm and the running time is
a polynomial function of 1

and the input size. Define K = ·vmax
(1+)n , where vmax = maxni=1{fi}. The algorithmworks as follows.
• Create a new set of job instance by replacing each job Ji with a job J ′i such that f ′i = b fiK c, and keep all other parameters
unchanged.
• Run the algorithm in Section 2.1 to obtain an optimal solution for the new job instance.
• Translate the solution for the new job instance back to the solution for the original job instance.
Using standard scaling arguments, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. There is an FPTAS for arbitrary profits on a single machine with running time O( n
3

).
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In fact, the running time of the FPTAS can be reduced by employing the bound improvement procedure of Kovalyov [12].
Let PFopt be the total profit of an optimal schedule. If a lower bound LB such that α · LB ≥ PFopt ≥ LB can be obtained, where
α is a constant, then we can reduce the running time of the FPTAS to O( n
2

). The basic idea is to set K = ·LB
(1+)n , replace each
job Ji with a job J ′i such that f
′
i = b fiK c, run the dynamic programming algorithm T (i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ α·LBK , and translate
the solution for the new instance back to the solution for the original job instance. Since the running time of the dynamic
programming algorithm is O( n·α·LBK ) = O( α·n
2(1+)

) = O( n2

), the running time of the FPTAS is reduced to O( n
2

).
Thus, our problem is reduced to finding a value PF 0 such that PF
0
2 ≤ PFopt ≤ 2 · PF 0. The method is as follows:
Step 1. Let L = vmax and U = nvmax. Clearly, L and U are the lower and upper bounds of the optimal total profit PFopt ,
respectively. Let k be such that 2k−1L < U ≤ 2kL.
Step 2. Let F (k) = 2k−1L. Replace each job Ji with a job J ′i such that f ′i = b fiK c, where K = ·F
(k)
(1+)n and  = 1. Apply the
dynamic programming algorithm T (i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ 2F (k)K , and translate the solution for the new instance back to
the solution for the original job instance. If it finds a solution with a value FA ≥ F (k)2 , then set PF 0 = F (k) and stop.
Otherwise, set k = k− 1 and repeat Step 2.
It is easy to see that if PFopt ≥ F (k) in an iteration, our dynamic programming algorithm can always find a solution
FA ≥ PFopt2 ≥ F
(k)
2 . Since F
A ≤ PFopt ≤ 2F (k), we have 2F (k) ≥ FA ≥ F (k)2 . Since the running time for each iteration is O(n2)
andwe have O(log(UB )) = O(log n) iterations, the running time to obtain PF 0 is O(n2 log n). Therefore, the total running time
becomes O( n
2

+ n2 log n). Thus, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. There is an FPTAS for arbitrary profits on a single machine with running time O( n
2

+ n2 log n).
2.3. Parallel and identical machines
Using the same technique as in [2], we can extend the algorithm for a single machine to arbitrary number of machines.
Supposewe have a polynomial AlgorithmA for a singlemachinewith approximation guarantteeβ .We can design Algorithm
B for parallel machines by repeatedly using Algorithm A to schedule jobs one machine after another until all m machines
are scheduled, or until all jobs are scheduled, whichever occurs first.
Lemma 1. Algorithm B is a polynomial time 1
1−e−1/β -approximation algorithm for m machines.
Proof. Let J be the entire set of jobs, S∗ be an optimal schedule for J on mmachines and PFopt be its total profit. Let PFB be
the total profit obtained by Algorithm B. Let Su be the set of jobs scheduled on machine u (1 ≤ u ≤ m) and Au = ∑Ji∈Su fi.
Let U be the set of jobs scheduled on the first k− 1 machines, i.e., U = ∪k−1u=1 Su. Consider the scheduling of the jobs J \ U on
m totally unoccupied machines. Let S∗1 be the optimal schedule on one machine for the jobs J \ U , and let PFopt ′ be the total
profit of S∗1 . We have
Claim. PFopt ′ ≥ PFopt−
∑k−1
u=1 Au
m .
Proof. For any job Ji ∈ U , if Ji is scheduled in S∗, we delete it from S∗. We then get a new schedule Sˆ. Suppose that jobs
Jx1 , Jx2 , . . . , Jxr are deleted from S
∗. Then,
∑r
y=1 fxy ≤
∑
Ji∈U fi =
∑k−1
u=1 Au, and the total profit of Sˆ will be PFopt −
∑r
y=1 fxy ≥
PFopt −∑k−1u=1 Au. Clearly, Sˆ is a feasible schedule for the jobs J \ U . In this feasible schedule, there must be one machine
containing jobs whose total profit is at least PFopt−
∑k−1
u=1 Au
m . Therefore, PFopt ′ ≥
PFopt−∑k−1u=1 Au
m . 
Consider the jobs Sk scheduled by Algorithm A when applied to J \ U . Since Algorithm A is a β-approximation algorithm,
we have Ak ≥ PFopt′β , and hence Ak ≥ 1β m (PFopt −
∑k−1
u=1 Au). Adding
∑k−1
u=1 Au to both sides, we obtain
∑k
u=1 Au ≥
1
β m PFopt + (1− 1β m )
∑k−1
u=1 Au. Let f (k) =
∑k
u=1 Au. We have
f (k) ≥ 1
β m
PFopt +
(
1− 1
β m
)
f (k− 1), or
f (k)− PFopt ≥
(
1− 1
β m
)
(f (k− 1)− PFopt), or
f (m)− PFopt ≥
(
1− 1
β m
)m
· (f (0)− PFopt), or
f (m) ≥ PFopt −
(
1− 1
β m
)m
· PFopt ≥ (1− e−1/β)PFopt .
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Therefore, we have
PFopt
PFB
= PFopt
f (m)
≤ 1
1− e−1/β . 
Theorem 4. There is an ee−1 -approximation algorithm for m identical machines with running time O(mnV ). Moreover, for
any  > 0, there is an approximation algorithm with approximation ratio at most 1
1−e−1/β = 11−e−1/(1+) and running time
O(mn
2

+mn2 log n).
Proof. The pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for a single machine is optimal; so, β = 1. Extending it to mmachines, we
obtain an ee−1 -approximation algorithmwhose running time isO(mnV ). The FPTAS can be extended tommachines to obtain
an approximation algorithm with approximation ratio at most 1
1−e−1/β = 11−e−1/(1+) and running time O(mn
2

+ mn2 log n).

3. Equal profit
In this section, we consider the case where the profit is the same for all jobs. Maximizing the total profit is equivalent to
maximizing the total number of jobs scheduled. For a single machine, we can use the algorithm of Section 2.1 to obtain an
optimal schedule; the running timewill beO(n2). However, there is amore efficientO(n log n)-time algorithm. In Section 3.1,
we will present this algorithm. The algorithm can be extended tom identical machines with an approximation ratio at most
e
e−1 and running time O(mn log n). This result is presented in Section 3.2. Finally, we consider the special case where there
is a single time frame andm ≥ 2 parallel and identical machines. This problem is similar to the problem of maximizing the
number of pieces packed inm open-end bins. The reader is referred to [13,16] for the open-end bin packing problem and [1]
for a generalization. For the classical problem of maximizing the number of pieces packed, Coffman et al. [6] proposed the
First-Fit-Increasing (FFI) algorithm and showed that it obeys a bound of 43 . We adapt the FFI algorithm in a natural way and
show that it obeys a bound of 75 . This result is presented in Section 3.3.
3.1. Single machine
The basic idea of the algorithm is that we schedule jobs, window by window, starting with the first windowW1. For each
windowWj, jobs are scheduled backwards from time dj, using the Shortest-Processing-Time (SPT) rule, until no jobs can be
scheduled. We then left-shift the jobs scheduled in this window as much as possible. The algorithm is described as follows.
Algorithm C.
j := 1
while j ≤ z do
• s := dj, G := J j (J j is the set of jobs with delivery time dj)
• repeat
1 Take the current shortest job of G, say Ji
2 If the machine is idle in the time interval [s− pi, s], then schedule Ji in the time interval [s− pi, s]. s := s− pi.
3 G := G \ {Ji}
• until s < wj or G = ∅
• Left-shift the jobs scheduled in the time windowWj as much as possible
• j := j+ 1
endwhile
We have assumed that the jobs are labelled in increasing order of delivery times and if two jobs have the same delivery
time, they are labelled in decreasing order of their processing times. If jobs are not labelled in this way, we need to relabel
the jobs which will take O(n log n) time. After that, Algorithm C can be done in linear time. Altogether, the running time
is O(n log n). The next theorem shows that Algorithm C is optimal for the equal profit case. The proof is by standard job
interchange argument and will be omitted.
Theorem 5. Algorithm C is an optimal algorithm for the case of equal profit on a single machine.
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Table 1
Comparison of performance bounds.
Number of machines 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Our algorithm 1 1.33 1.42 1.46 1.49 1.50 1.51 1.52 1.53 1.54
Algorithm from [2] 2 1.80 1.73 1.70 1.67 1.66 1.65 1.64 1.63 1.63
3.2. Arbitrary number of identical machines
For parallel and identical machines, we can use Algorithm C repeatedly to schedule jobs, one machine after another,
until allmmachines are scheduled or all jobs are scheduled, whichever occurs first. Since Algorithm C is optimal for a single
machine, we have β = 1. By Lemma 1, the approximation ratio for mmachines is at most 1
1−e−1 = ee−1 . We note that our
algorithm yields better approximation ratios than the one given in [2] for finite m. The difference is significant when m is
small, as shown in Table 1.
Theorem 6. There is an ee−1 -approximation algorithm on m ≥ 1 parallel and identical machines for the equal profit case; the
running time is O(mn log n).
3.3. A special case of a single window
In this section, we consider the special case where there is a single time frame with mmachines. We will adapt the FFI
rule to solve our problem, which works as follows. Jobs are scheduled in ascending order of their processing times. The
jobs are scheduled backwards in time, starting at time d1. When a job cannot complete inside the window [w1, d1], it will
be scheduled on the next machine. We continue this process until all jobs are scheduled or all machines are scheduled,
whichever occurs first. We will show that this FFI rule is an 75 -approximation for a single time frame. This result is better
than ee−1 ≈ 1.6. We also give a set of jobs such that OPTFFI = 1813 ≈ 1.38, where FFI is the number of jobs scheduled by the FFI
rule and OPT is the optimal number of jobs that can be scheduled.
Let us apply the FFI rule, machine by machine, to the set of jobs J . Let Ai be the number of jobs scheduled on machineMi.
It is clear that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, Ai ≥ Ai+1. The following lemma is easy to show.
Lemma 2. Any feasible schedule can schedule at most m more jobs than the schedule produced by the FFI rule.
Theorem 7. The FFI rule is an 75 -approximation algorithm for a single time frame with m ≥ 2machines. Moreover, there are sets
of jobs such that OPTFFI = 1813 , where FFI is the number of jobs scheduled by the FFI rule and OPT is the number of jobs scheduled by
an optimization algorithm.
Proof. Let S be a schedule produced by the FFI rule and R be the set of unscheduled jobs. Let |S| be the number of scheduled
jobs. Divide the jobs and machines in S into three categories as follows:
• Type I: Machines with exactly one job scheduled are called Type I machines, and jobs scheduled on a Type I machine are
called Type I jobs.
• Type II: Machines with exactly two jobs scheduled are called Type II machines, and jobs scheduled on a Type II machine
are called Type II jobs.
• Type III: Machines with more than two jobs scheduled are called Type III machines, and jobs scheduled on a Type III
machine are called Type III jobs.
If there is one idle machine in S, then all jobs have been scheduled and hence S is optimal. If |S| ≥ 3m, then, by Lemma 2,
the approximation ratio is bounded by 43 <
7
5 . Therefore, we may assume that there is no idle machine and |S| < 3m from
now on.
Let S∗ be the set of jobs scheduled by an optimization algorithm and |S∗| be the number of scheduled jobs. Let δ =
|S∗| − |S|. Without loss of generality, we may assume that S ⊆ S∗. We consider several cases depending on the schedule S.
1. Case 1: In S all machines are Type I machines.
This means that all jobs scheduled in S are Type I jobs. By the FFI rule, no job from R can be scheduled on any machine in
any feasible schedule. Hence, S is an optimal schedule.
2. Case 2: In S all machines are Type II machines.
This means that all jobs are Type II jobs. By the FFI rule, no job from R can be scheduled on any machine in any feasible
schedule. Hence, S is an optimal schedule.
3. Case 3: In S all machines are Type I or Type II machines.
Let T1 be the number of Type I machines and Γ 1 be the set of Type I jobs. It is clear that T1 = |Γ 1|. By the FFI rule, to
accommodate one extra job from R, we have to move one Type II job to a Type I machine. So, the number of extra jobs
that can be accommodated by S∗ is bounded by the number of Type I machines, i.e., δ ≤ T1.
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Let us now focus on the set of jobs Γ 1 ∪ R. By Lemma 2 and the FFI rule, from this set of jobs, S∗ can schedule at mostm
jobs. That is, T1+ δ ≤ m, and hence δ ≤ m− T1. Thus, we have δ ≤ min{T1,m− T1}. Therefore, δ|S| ≤ min{T1,m−T1}T1+2(m−T1) ≤ 13 .
This implies that |S
∗|
|S| ≤ 43 .
4. Case 4: In S all machines are Type I or Type III machines.
Let T1 be the number of Type I machines and T3 be the number of Type III machines. Let Γ 1 be the set of Type I jobs and
Γ 3 be the set of Type III jobs. Let us now focus on the set of jobs Γ 1 ∪ R. From this job set, by Lemma 2 and the FFI rule,
S∗ can schedule at mostm jobs. That is, T1+ δ ≤ m, and hence δ ≤ m− T1. It follows that δ|S| ≤ m−T1|Γ 3| = m−T13 (m−T1) ≤ 13 .
This implies that |S
∗|
|S| ≤ 43 .
5. Case 5: In S all machines are Type II or Type III machines.
Let T2 be the number of Type II machines and T3 be the number of Type III machines. We consider two sub-cases.
Case 5.1: T3 ≥ T2.
By Lemma 2, δ ≤ m. So, δ|S| ≤ m2·T2+3·T3 ≤ m(5/2)m = 25 . This implies that |S
∗|
|S| ≤ 75 .
Case 5.2: T3 < T2.
Let Γ 2 be the set of Type II jobs and Γ 3 be the set of Type III jobs. Then, we have J = Γ 2∪Γ 3∪R. Let us consider the jobs
from Γ 2∪ R. By the FFI rule, S∗ can schedule at most two jobs from this set on each machine. Therefore, δ+ |Γ 2| ≤ 2m.
Since |Γ 2| = 2 · T2 andm = T2+ T3, we have δ ≤ 2 · T3. Hence, δ|S| ≤ 2·T32·T2+3·T3 ≤ 25 . This implies that |S
∗|
|S| ≤ 75 .
6. Case 6: In S all machines are Type I, Type II, or Type III machines.
Let T1 be the number of Type I machines, T2 be the number of Type II machines, and T3 be the number of Type III
machines. Let Γ 1 be the set of Type I jobs, Γ 2 be the set of Type II jobs, and Γ 3 be the set of Type III jobs. Then, we
have J = Γ 1 ∪ Γ 2 ∪ Γ 3 ∪ R.
Let us now focus on the set of jobs Γ 1 ∪ R. By the FFI rule, S∗ can only schedule one job from this set on each machine.
Therefore, δ + T1 ≤ m. Sincem = T1+ T2+ T3, we have δ ≤ T2+ T3.
Next, consider the set of jobs X = Γ 2 ∪ R. By the FFI rule, for any machineMi, if S∗ schedules one Type I job onMi, then
S∗ can schedule onMi at most one more job from X; on the other hand, if S∗ does not schedule any Type I job onMi, then
S∗ can schedule at most two jobs from X . It is clear that in the schedule S∗, exactly T1 machines are used to schedule the
Type I jobs. Therefore, we have δ + 2 · T2 ≤ T1+ 2 · (m− T1). Sincem = T1+ T2+ T3, we have δ ≤ 2 · T3+ T1.
From the above discussion, we have δ|S| ≤ min{2·T3+T1,T2+T3}3·T3+2·T2+T1 . If 2 · T3+ T1 ≤ T2+ T3, then we have
T3+ T1 ≤ T2,
or equivalently,
4 · T3+ 3 · T1 ≤ 4 · T3+ 4 · T1 ≤ 4 · T2.
Adding 6 · T3+ 2 · T1 to both sides of the equation, we have
10 · T3+ 5 · T1 ≤ 6 · T3+ 4 · T2+ 2 · T1,
or equivalently,
2 · T3+ T1 ≤ 2
5
(3 · T3+ 2 · T2+ T1).
Therefore, we have min{2·T3+T1,T2+T3}3·T3+2·T2+T1 = 2·T3+T13·T3+2·T2+T1 ≤ 25 .
On the other hand, if 2 · T3+ T1 > T2+ T3, then we have
T2 < T3+ T1 ≤ T3+ 2 · T1.
Adding 4 · T2+ 5 · T3 to both sides of the equation, we have
5 · T2+ 5 · T3 < 6 · T3+ 4 · T2+ 2 · T1,
or equivalently,
T2+ T3 < 2
5
(3 · T3+ 2 · T2+ T1).
Therefore, we have min{2·T3+T1,T2+T3}3·T3+2·T2+T1 = T3+T23·T3+2·T2+T1 ≤ 25 . In both cases, we have min{2·T3+T1,T2+T3}3·T3+2·T2+T1 ≤ 25 . Hence, we have
|S∗|
|S| ≤ 75 .
Fig. 2 shows a set of jobs such that OPTFFI = 1813 ≈ 1.38, where FFI is the number of jobs scheduled by the FFI rule and OPT
is the number of jobs scheduled by an optimization algorithm. 
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Fig. 2. Illustrating the worst-case ratio of the FFI rule.
4. Profit proportional to processing time
In this section, we study the case where the profit of a job Ji is proportional to its processing time; i.e., fi = α · pi for some
constant α. Since α is a constant, we can scale it and consider only α = 1. We will show that in this case, the running time
of the FPTAS can be reduced to O( n
2

), versus O( n
2

+ n2 log n) for the general case.
Let us change the original problem to a slightly different problem: In each time frame, we set the length of the time
window to be 0 and the length of the leading interval to be the length of the entire time frame; i.e., wj = dj for each
1 ≤ j ≤ z. In this new problem, a job must be finished at the end of the time frame, and each time frame can schedule at
most one job. We will show that this problem can be solved optimally in O(n2) time.
Let G(j) be the maximum total profit that can be obtained by scheduling jobs whose delivery time is dj or earlier. We will
compute G(1),G(2), . . . ,G(z), and the maximum total profit will be given by G(z). The base case can be computed easily:
G(1) is the profit of the longest job that can be finished at time d1. Assume that G(1),G(2), . . . ,G(j−1) have been computed
correctly, we now compute G(j) as follows.
Algorithm D.
max := G(j− 1)
For each job Ji ∈ J j
• Suppose dj − pi is in the time frame Fj′ .
• If G(j′ − 1)+ fi > max, thenmax := G(j′ − 1)+ fi.
G(j) := max
The correctness of the algorithm is straightforward: At most one job can be scheduled in Fj and the above procedure tries
all possibilities. Moreover, for each job Ji ∈ J j and dj − pi in the time frame Fj′ , the maximum total profit that we can obtain
is G(j′ − 1)+ fi, since we cannot schedule any other jobs in the time frames Fj′ , . . . , Fj. The running time of the algorithm is
O(n2), since there are at most O(n) time frames and for each time frame we spend at most O(n) time.
Let S be the schedule produced by Algorithm D for the modified problem. We now convert S into the schedule Sˆ for the
original problem as follows. In S, we change back each time window and each leading interval into their original lengths.
Clearly, in S, at most one job is completed in any time window. We scan the schedule S, window by window, to construct
the schedule Sˆ. When we scan the windowWj, we have two cases to consider.
Case I: No job of J j is completed in this time window. We have two sub-cases to consider.
• Case I(a): No job is scheduled in this time window.
In this case, we do nothing and scan the next time windowWj+1.
• Case I(b): There is a job, say job Ji, scheduled in this time window.
In this case, Ji is not in J j. Assume that Ji is completed at time dj′ . We scan the next time windowWj′+1.
Case II: There is one job Ji ∈ J j completed in the time windowWj. We again have two sub-cases to consider.
• Case II(a): pi ≥ W2 .
If pi ≥ W2 , then keep the position of Ji unchanged; i.e., the completion time of Ji will be at dj. Scan the next time window
Wj+1.
• Case II(b): pi < W2 .
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Fig. 3. Decomposition of S∗ into S1 and S2 .
Fig. 4. Decomposition of S1 into S ′1 and S
′′
1 .
If pi < W2 , then move Ji as far left as possible. Schedule the jobs of J
j \ {Ji} in the remaining space of the time windowWj
by the Largest-Processing-Time (LPT) rule until no jobs can be scheduled or the total processing time of the scheduled
jobs is greater than or equal to W2 . Scan the next time windowWj+1.
We scan the schedule S, window by window, until the last window. Finally, we obtain the schedule Sˆ.
Let PFS and PFSˆ be the total profit obtained by S and Sˆ, respectively. Clearly, we have PFS ≤ PFSˆ . Let S∗ be an optimal
schedule and PFS∗ be the total profit obtained by S∗. In both S and S∗, the jobs with the same delivery time are scheduled in
descending order of their processing times. We divide S∗ into two schedules, say S1 and S2, such that S1 contains the longest
job from each time frame and S2 contains all the remaining jobs. Fig. 3 shows a schedule S∗ and its subdivision into S1 and
S2.
We consider the schedule S1 first. Let us label all the jobs from S1 from left to right as J1, J2, . . . , Jx. We divide S1 further
into S ′1 and S
′′
1 such that S
′
1 contains the jobs with odd labels and S
′′
2 contains the jobs with even labels. Fig. 4 shows the
schedule S1 and its subdivision into S ′1 and S
′′
2 . In S
′
1, for each time frame, there is at most one job that completes in that time
frame. Moreover, any pair of jobs in S ′1 do not share a time window. So, S
′
1 is a feasible schedule for the new instance where
each time window has length zero. Therefore, the total profit of S ′1 is less than or equal to PFS . Similarly, the total profit of S
′′
1
is less than or equal to PFS as well. Therefore, the total profit of S1 is less than or equal to 2 · PFS . Since PFS ≤ PFSˆ , the total
profit of S1 is less than or equal to 2 · PFSˆ .
We now consider the schedule S2 and compare it with Sˆ. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let PFSˆ and PFS2 be the total profit of Sˆ and S2, respectively. We have PFS2 ≤ 2 · PFSˆ .
Proof. S2 is obtained by deleting the longest job from each time window from the optimal schedule S∗. So, there is no job
spanning two time windows in S2. Now, let us compare the total profits between S2 and Sˆ, window by window. Let PFS2(j)
and PFSˆ(j) be the total profit of the jobs scheduled in the time windowWj in S2 and Sˆ, respectively. We want to show that∑z
j=1 PFS2(j) ≤
∑z
j=1 2 · PFSˆ(j).
Let us consider the windowWj. If S2 does not schedule any jobs inWj, then we clearly have PFS2(j) = 0 ≤ 2 · PFSˆ(j). Now,
suppose that S2 schedules some jobs inWj. Let Ji1 , Ji2 , . . . , Jix be the jobs scheduled in S2 such that pi1 ≥ pi2 ≥ · · · ≥ pix . We
now consider how Sˆ is constructed from S as stated above.
• Case I(a): This case cannot occur. We can prove this by contradiction. If Case I(a) occurs, we can always schedule job Ji1 in
the time windowWj in S, and hence get a better schedule than S. But this contradicts the fact that Algorithm D is optimal
for the modified problem.
• Case I(b): If Case I(b) occurs, let Ji be scheduled in Sˆ in this time window and completed at time dj′ , j′ > j. Then, Sˆ is all
full in the time interval [dj, dj′ ]. Clearly, we have∑j′k=j PFS2(k) ≤∑j′k=j 2 · PFSˆ(k).
• Case II(a): If Case II(a) occurs, let Ji be scheduled in Sˆ and completed in the time windowWj with pi ≥ W2 . So, we have
PFS2(j) ≤ W ≤ 2 · PFSˆ(j).
• Case II(b): If Case II(b) occurs, let Ji be scheduled in Sˆ and completed in the time windowWj, with pi < W2 . We assert that
pi ≥ pi1 . If not, we can replace Ji by Ji1 in S, increasing the total profit of S. This contradicts the fact that Algorithm D is
optimal for the modified problem. Therefore, we have
W
2
> pi ≥ pi1 ≥ pi2 ≥ · · · ≥ pix .
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Whenwe obtain Sˆ from S, we schedule Ji such that the completion time of Ji is as early as possible, and schedule the jobs of
J j\{Ji} in the remaining space of the timewindowWj by the LPT rule until no jobs can be scheduled or the total processing
time of the scheduled jobs inWj is greater than or equal to W2 . If at last the total processing time of the scheduled jobs in
Wj is greater than or equal to W2 , then we must have PFS2(j) ≤ W ≤ 2 · PFSˆ(j). If at last the total processing time of the
scheduled jobs inWj is less than W2 and no jobs can be scheduled, then Ji1 , Ji2 , . . . , Jix must all have been scheduled inWj.
Hence, we have PFS2(j) ≤ PFSˆ(j).
After we scan all the windows, we must have
∑z
j=1 PFS2(j) ≤
∑z
j=1 2 · PFSˆ(j). Therefore, PFS2 ≤ 2 · PFSˆ . 
Finally, we have the following result for profit proportional to the processing time.
Theorem 8. There is an O( n
2

)-time FPTAS for the case of profit proportional to its processing time on a single machine. The
algorithm can be extended to m ≥ 2machines with running time O(mn2

) and performance bound 1
1−e−1/(1+) .
Proof. The total profit of S∗ is the total profit of S1 plus the total profit of S2. Since the total profit of S1 is less than or equal
to twice the total profit of Sˆ and the total profit of S2 is less than or equal to twice the total profit of Sˆ, we have PFS∗ ≤ 4 · PFSˆ .
The FPTAS consists of first constructing a schedule S by Algorithm D for the modified problem. Then, we convert S into
Sˆ as described above. The time taken to obtain Sˆ is O(n2). Let E = PFSˆ . We use the same technique as in Section 2.2. This
time we set Kn = ·E1+ . Let PFopt be the total profit of an optimization algorithm, PFalg be the total profit of the algorithm, and
PFopt ′ be the total profit of the new job instance where the profit of each job Ji is replaced by b pfiK c. Then, we have
PFopt − PFalg ≤ PFopt − K · PFopt ′
≤ K · n
=  · E
1+ 
≤ 
1+  PFopt .
Therefore, we have
PFopt
PFalg
≤ 1+ .
Because we know that the total profit of an optimal solution is less than 4 · E for any feasible solution, the size of the
table can be reduced to O( n·EK ). The running time is O(
n·E
K ) = O( n
2

). Since it takes O(n2) time to obtain the value E, the total
running time is still O( n
2

).
We can extend the algorithm for a single machine to parallel and identical machines. The result follows from Lemma 1.

5. Conclusion
In our model, we have assumed that all time windows have the same lengthW and all leading intervals have the same
length L. This assumption can in fact be relaxed to allow for variable window lengths and variable leading interval lengths.
All of our algorithms will work under this environment. We have also assumed that the time windows are disjoint. As it
turns out, the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm given in Section 2.1 will still work as long as the windows are not nested;
i.e.,wi < wj implies that di < dj.
There are several interesting problems for future research. First, we have assumed that a job not scheduled can be
discarded without any penalty. A more realistic problemmay be that a job not scheduled incurs a small penalty. Second, we
have assumed that each job has a specified delivery time. Amore general problemmay be that each job has several specified
delivery times, and the scheduler can decide which delivery time to deliver. Third, we have assumed that there is no vehicle
limitation at any delivery time. A more realistic problem may be that at each delivery time, we can ship at most c jobs.
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